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UDL Environmental Design
Review Panel - What do we do ?
The aim of the Urban Design London (UDL)
Environmental Design Review Panel is to provide expert
impartial design advice and guidance on a variety of
schemes. UDL provide reviews that are not routinely
provided by local authority or other design review panels.
This means we review planning application related schemes
where there is no local panel to do this, and we review
streets and public realm schemes and large-scale transport
and infrastructure projects which are not generally seen by
local panels.
We provide expert advice on a wide range of projects with a
special focus and expertise on, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public realm alternations including highway engineering
schemes
Bio-diversity improvement proposals
Sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS)
Design codes and guides
Area based or generic strategies and policies
Sustainable buildings

UDL Environmental Design
Review Panel - Why use it ?
The design review process is recognised by Government as
a key tool in improving the quality of our built environment
and helping us achieve more sustainable places. This is ever
more critical as we respond to climate breakdown.
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Our Environmental Design
Review Panel - How to apply ?
We are able to offer reviews on a wide range
of schemes. Typically we are approached
by local authorities or public bodies
such as Transport for London. We also
welcome applications for review from other
organisations, such as the private sector.
If you have a scheme for review please get
in touch with the UDL Panel Manager They
can establish the best process and type of
review you’ll need.
There are three overarching types of review:
Design Reviews
• This is for design proposals that have a
significant impact
• Design Reviews usually take between 90
minutes and three hours
• The Panel has a Chair and three or four
panel members
• There is a site visit (remote or on site)
• Presentations by design team
Design Workshops
• This is for a range of projects that need a
more interactive and discursive session.
It may be for projects in the early stages
of development. It can also be for policy
or strategic documents
• Design Workshops will be arranged to
suit the needs of the scheme. From 2
hours to I day
• Site visits will depend on the scheme

Desk Top Reviews
• This is for follow up schemes that don’t
need a full Panel. It can also be used for
informal comment and feedback
• One of UDL Chair’s with possibly one
additional Panel Member will look at the
scheme with the Panel Manager

The Design Review Session How does it work ?
Design Reviews are arranged at least four
weeks in advance of each session. The date
is chosen in consultation with the Chair,
UDL, the scheme developer and design
teams. The design team are asked what
they want the review to focus on and that
information supports the Panel selection.
The design team will provide:
1. Project information using this UDL
Proforma used as the basis for the Panel
Briefing
2. Presentation materials
UDL agrees who will attend the review and
the information is provided in the Agenda.
This includes observers. Observers are
asked to sign a confidentiality form. An
Agenda and Briefing Note outlining the
scheme and the focus of the session will be
circulated electronically at least one week
before the session to the Panel and those
attending the Panel. There is a Briefing
Session held immediately before the review
attended by the UDL team and relevant
Planning Authority, to outline the context
and challenges of the scheme to the Panel.

If the meeting is on site and not remote the
design team will be given 30 minutes to set
up their material in advance of the review.
The Review
Our Reviews can be held remotely or on-site.
There will usually be a site visit (virtual or in
person) that will be attended by Panel
Members, the design team and the UDL
team, prior to the review itself.
The Design Review typically takes between
90 mins and three hours. The Panel may be
asked to participate in remote design
reviews. This process has become well
established during the Covid 19 pandemic
and follows a similar timetable to an on-site
review. A remote analysis of the site is
provided by the design team. For remote
reviews PowerPoint presentations are
essential.
Remote reviews are recorded to assist
writing the Note. But the recording is
deleted after one month. No one but
UDL can record a review session and the
recording will not be shared outside the UDL
team.
If you want something different please let us
know. We are happy to be flexible about the
type of reviews and advice we offer.

A step-by-step process 		
of the design review
1
The Chair will introduce the Panel and other
attendees.

2
A concise presentation by the design 		
team.

3
Panel asks questions of fact.

4
The Design Review itself where the 		
Panel evaluate the proposal and provide
independent and practical advice on how
the proposal may be improved.

5
The Chair will manage the discussion and
ensure that the scheme is fully understood
by the Panel Members and that the
discussion is appropriate for the stage of
the project and with in the acknowledged
constraints. The Chair will also focus
discussion on the issues raised by the
design team and where appropriate the
planning authority, including the resolution
of conflicting opinions from the Panel.

6
The Chair will provide a verbal summary at
the end of the session.

Desk-Top Review
This is a short session, usually one hour. A
desk-top Note is written by UDL following a
similar process to a Review.

Meeting Advice
The Review Note is written by UDL from
the notes made during the session. The
Panel Chair checks the Note and ask for
amendments if required. Where relevant
the local authority or sponsor are shown
a draft for points of clarification but not
to alter the advice. The Review Note is
sent to the design team, planning officer
or sponsor, highlighting the Panel’s key
recommendations within 10 working days
of the review. The Notes are written in a
clear and accessible language and reflect
the key points made by the Panel, offering
advice and encouragement to all involved
in the application or project. The letter will
not include comments made in the briefing
sessions held before and after the meeting
itself.
Design Support
These are flexible sessions for clients who
would like expert guidance on their projects
as they progress from inception to delivery.
Sessions may include site visits and
consideration of the project brief, project
objectives, design principles, options
review, facilitation and co-design. Please
note Design Support does not include
scheme design or specification. The precise
format for each session will be agreed with
the UDL Panel Manager in advance to meet
the particular needs of the scheme and
the stage it’s at. Typically, this will involve
a series of workshops with the client and
their design team, with up to three Panel
Members and a Chair. A Workshop Note is
written by UDL following a similar process to
a Review.
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Using Our Panel Members How to apply

Confidentiality Are our reviews public ?

Many local authorities have set up design
review panels with their own experts.
Occasionally they may find they don’t
have the expertise for a scheme, eg with
sustainability, bio diversity, SuDS. Our
Panel may be able to offer that professional
expertise.

UDL is open and transparent regarding its
processes and explains how it operates
in the public interest. There will be
circumstances where a pre-application
review concerns commercially sensitive
information and the developer/design
team may request that the review Note is
kept confidential. When UDL and the Chair
support the request the Note only goes to
the design team and the planning officer, or
sponsor and is not made publicly available.

If you would like a UDL Panel Member to
be on your panel please get in touch with
the UDL Team. UDL’s Panel Manager will
manage the process and check availability.
There is a fee for the service that includes
the Panel Members Fee as well as a
management charge. Please get in touch for
more details.

Panel Members will be provided with
confidential information as part of their
role in pre-application discussions
and confidentiality also applies to
them. Any observers to a UDL review
that is confidential will be asked to
sign a confidentiality form.As a public
organisation, UDL is subject to the Freedom
of Information Act 2000 (the Act). All
requests made to UDL for information about
the Panel will be handled according to the
provisions of the Act. Legal advice may be
required on a case by case basis to establish
whether any exemptions apply under the
Act.

The Process What does it cost ?
Membership organisations may qualify
for free reviews as these are currently
included in their yearly subscription. Non
Members will be charged for the service.
Design Review for large scale transport
and infrastructure projects or for building,
masterplanning and plan-making proposals
will be subject to a fee.
Environmental Design Review
£3950 + VAT

Desk Top Review
£1500 + VAT

Design Support
Fees for workshops will depend on their
length and the number of panel members
needed. Typically, they will be between
£1,550 - £2950 +VAT

Fees for using UDL Panel Member
Half/full day rate for each panellist/chair
+20% management fee

Expenses
Travel expenses, catering and hire of venue
will be agreed in advance and charged at
cost
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Conflict of Interest - How are they managed ?
UDL has a clear procedure to manage potential conflict of interest between Panel Members
and the schemes being reviewed.
A conflict arises if there is any suggestion that a Panel Member, either as an individual or a
member of a firm, group or organisation, might have a financial, commercial or professional
interest in a project, its client or its site.
Panel Members are required to check Panel meeting agenda to report any conflict or perceived
conflict to UDL in good time, who will make a decision on the nature of the relationship. The
Panel Member will not attend if UDL confirms it is a conflict, and the conflict will be recorded.
If uncertain UDL can discuss the conflict with the Panel Chair to reach agreement. If any
potential conflict is revealed at the meeting itself the Panel Member must immediately report
it to the Chair or UDL. In some circumstances an association may not be considered a conflict
but in the interests of transparency the relationship is recorded by the Panel Manager and
mentioned by the Chair at the beginning of the review. It may also be noted in the advice letter.
If an observer is invited to the meeting they will be asked to check for conflict of interest
before the review and the process will be the same as for Panel Members.

The Impact - How do we know it’s working ?
We think it’s important to monitor the impact of our Design Review work. To do this we aim to
follow-up with the design team. This typically happens at the end of UDL’s programme year so
that the information can inform UDL’s Annual Report to their Board.
We want to determine how the Panel’s recommendations influenced the design quality of their
scheme. This ensures that we have a good understanding of the value-added by design review
and helps us monitor and fine-tune our offering to ensure we provide the best service possible.
The design team are advised of our monitoring process when the scheme is agreed for review.
We also follow up with our Panel at the same time to understand their experience of the review
process. We use a feedback survey form to gather the information.

10
12
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UDL Environmental Design
Review Panel - Who are they ?
Our Panel Members include landscape architects, urban designers, environmental
design professionals, transport planners and highway engineers. As well as experts in
architecture and planning.
Panel Members are paid for attending design reviews. Panel Members are paid; £250 for
up to half-day. Panel Chairs are paid £500 for up to half-day.

Esther Kurland

Paul Dodd

Fred Manson

Esther is a planner by background with
experience in street, public realm and urban
design. She has sat on numerous Design
Review panels including for CABE before
its merger with the Design Council in 2011.
She has been part of the Thamesway Tunnel,
Cross Rail station and urban realm panels
as well as numerous local authority panels
inside London and in the wider south east.
At present, she is a member of the Newham,
Ebbsefleet, Enfield, St Albans and Essex
panels.

Paul is an urban designer and chartered
landscape architect with over 25 years
experience within private practice and local
government. He has prepared design driven
masterplans, planning studies, design codes
and planning applications for development
projects and is an accomplished public space
designer, preparing public realm schemes
and strategies across the UK. Paul is co-chair
of the London Borough of Lambeth’s Design
Review Panel and panelist for the London
Borough of Lewisham, Hertfordshire County
Council and an active Design Council Built
Environment Expert.

Fred previously worked as Director of
Regeneration & Environment at Southwark
Council. Fred was a member of the
Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment design review panel from
2002-2007 and from 2011-present, and the
Olympic Legacy design review. Fred was
a member of the Mayor’s Design Advisory
Group and has an honorary OBE (2001).

Director,
Urban Design London

Head of Design Advice,
Urban Design London

Associate Director,
Heatherwick Studio
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Amir Ramezani
Director,
Avanti Architects
As a trained architect and structural
engineer. Amir has recently focused on
education, housing and regeneration
projects. He is a strong advocate for more
flexibility and adaptability in buildings.
Amir’s experiences have provided him
with a deep understanding of what
makes our cities and built environment
vibrant, enjoyable and sustainable.

Danielle Parfitt
Director,
Water and Environment

Danielle has 8+ years’ experience
working in the flood risk management
industry. Having started as a trainee
Flood Risk Officer, Danielle is now leads
the Water and Environment Sector at
Metis Consultants. She has extensive
experience and has carried out a
multitude of tasks under the requirement
of the Flood and Water Management Act.

Anthony McColy

Brian Deegan

Managing Director,
McCloy Consulting

Technical Director,
Urban Movement

Nationally recognised for his
contributions in Sustainable Drainage,
Anthony regularly speaks at conferences
and provides SuDS training workshops.
He has contributed to both national
policy and authored local policy and
design guidance. With a passion for
water and the environment, Anthony has
grown the company into an industry
leader providing consultancy services.

Brian is one of the UK’s leading street
design engineers and was co-author of
the London Cycling Design Standards.
As a design engineer for Camden
Council, Brian introduced the UK to
‘light segregation’ for cycling, and
subsequently assisted TfL in the testing
of innovative approaches to cyclingfriendly signalised junction design.

David Bonnett

David Ifould

Carla Smyth
Head of Design,
LLDC

Carla is an experienced client,
regeneration professional, with a focus
on urban design, master planning,
housing and public realm. Carla
oversees the delivery of significant
new homes and infrastructure across 8
neighbourhoods at LLDC, leading the
design of a new centre for 1500 new
homes and 2000 new jobs.

Diana Yu

Consultant Architect,
David Bonnet Associates

Landscape Architect,
Groundwork London

Senior Associate,
ADAM Architecture

David is a consultant architect with
a background in both local authority
and private practice. David Bonnett
Architects, established in response to
the demand for his particular experience
and skills, is one of the leading access
consultancy practices in the UK, working
on significant projects with many of the
major architectural practices.

David is an acclaimed landscape
architect who has worked in the Public,
Private and Third sector, delivering
a wide range of projects. David is an
advocate for climate resilient design in
the public realm, with an emphasis on
landscape led SUDS.

Diana Yu specialises in classical
architecture and traditional urban design.
In the UK, she has worked on a variety of
projects including speculative housing
schemes, inner-city urban regeneration
projects, and residential new builds for
both the public and private sectors.
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Fenella Griffin

George Warren

Giacomo Guzzon

Water Management Lead,
Anglian Water

Head of Planting Design,
Gillespies LLP

Fenella is a qualified landscape
architect who aims to pursue an
inclusive ‘landscape led’ approach
to the creation of urban public realm
and landscape infrastructure. She
has worked internationally, combined
practice with teaching, and advocates for
interdisciplinary collaborative working.

George, having previously worked within
the climate change team at the GLA where
he led on surface water management
and promoting SuDS retrofit, has been
involved in the delivery of several award
winning public realm schemes that
embraced climate adaptation measures.

Giacomo has developed an impressive
and richly varied portfolio of
international urban landscapes, ranging
from large waterfronts and city parks to
smaller rooftops and private gardens. He
leads a in-house planting research team,
provides internal planting advice, and
oversees the ongoing maintenance of
many completed UK projects.

Giulio leads a design team, working with
local communities to reclaim streets
as public spaces, creating healthier,
happier, fairer cities. He has delivered
a range of transport projects, from long
term strategies to detailed design for
public and private sector clients. He has
a keen interest in creative solutions to
our most pressing issues including the
response to the climate emergency.

Heike Neurobr

Helen McHollan

Jessica Bastock

John Roberts

Partner Lead Design Studio,
Hawkins/Brown

Associate Director,
Illman Young Landscape Design

Service Manager,
LB Hammersmith & Fulham

Principal Engineer,
TEPG Ltd

Heike has experience in urban
development and regeneration projects.
Her strength lies in establishing a
clear vision and delivering strategic
objectives through detailed design.
She has worked on public-sector led
regeneration initiatives where public
realm, landscape and climate resilience
have been key drivers in shaping better
neighbourhoods.

Helen is a Chartered Landscape
Architect. She described herself as a
naturally gifted designer with a wealth
of experience in the field of landscape
architecture. Helen is experienced in
large scale residential developments,
championing green infrastructure and
sustainable drainage systems to create
desirable places to work, rest and play.

Jessica is an environmental and civil
engineer, with experience in highways
and public realm design and delivery,
contaminated land, and sustainable
drainage. She has worked for Local
Authorities in London for 10 years,
delivering award winning public highway
schemes and raising awareness of
sustainable design and maintenance.

John has designed innovative SuDS
schemes around London for the past 10
years. Designing all SuDS systems from
Blue and Green Roof systems to Swale
systems as singular features to combined
system in the form of a cascade. John
completes Flood Risk Assessments and
often links mitigation to the application
of SuDS and hydrological design.

Partner,
Untitled Practice

Giulio Ferrini

Head of Built Environment,
Sustans London
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Judith Puckmayr

Kruti Patel

Meaghan Kombol

Senior Landscape Architect &
SuDS Designer

Senior Associate,
Metropolitan Workshop

Senior Spacial Planning Officer,
Croydon Council

Director,
Archio Ltd.

Practicing for over 17 years, Judith has
worked in several practices on a wide
range of projects from large-scale urban
regeneration masterplanning projects to
small-scale detail design schemes. She
has led the design and implementation
of several successful schemes and is
regularly delivering expert SuDS training
to a number of councils and TFL.

With 10+ years of experience, Kruti has
worked on a range of residential projects,
from large scale housing schemes to
small scale infill sites within urban
settings. She has worked on several
schemes for London Council Housing
Companies to develop innovative
proposals on constraints sites.

Meaghan has practised landscape
architecture in the public and private
sector for two decades. Recently, she
has worked in the public sector, focusing
on delivering sustainable green and
blue environmental amenity through
developments and policy writing. She
has also taught landscape architecture to
students over the last decade.

Mellis is an architect, currently leading
on housing and community projects due
to her expertise in running participatory
design workshops. Mellis is wellrespected as an expert in housing and
community-led design. Her expertise
has led to her roles as a Design
Council Expert and a Judge for the AJ
Architecture Awards and the Civic Trust
Building Awards.

Mellis Harward

Mei-Yee Man Oram

Neha Tayal

Nivedita Vijayan

Pankit Shah

Access and Inclusion Lead,
ARUP

Principal Urban Design Officer,
LB Havering

Associate Director,
Jacobs

Flood & Water Lead,
LB Haringey

Mei evaluates the accessibility &
inclusivity of the built environment
in relation to the local & national
requirements, social/cultural setting,
and best practice. She is a consultant
member of the National Register of
Access Consultants and an International
Access Consultant under the CPABE
certification.

Neha has been working in the built
environment industry for past 16 years.
As a trained architect, she brings a range
of project experience from visioning and
concept design. She has played pivotal
roles in a number of award-winning
regeneration projects, delivering high
quality outcomes as part of large multifirm teams.

Nivedita has over 18 years of experience
in the fields of Urban Design,
Masterplanning, Transport, Placemaking,
Architecture and Project Management.
She is passionate about working on
challenging Urban Design, transport
and built environment delivery projects
involving innovative design principles
and sustainable design approaches.

Pankit has over 22 years of experience
in design, delivery and project
management. He has worked for the
public and private sector on wide
range of award-winning projects from
conception to construction through
the application of Project Management
Practice.
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Paul Campbell

Peter Massini

Phil Jones

Rosie Sargen

Paul is a landscape and urban designer.
He is currently working to develop all the
open spaces across the city. He previously
worked for the Mayor of London as a
landscape and urban design advisor in
the London Development Agency and
Transport for London for six years.

Peter is an urban ecologist and green
infrastructure strategist, policy-maker
and practitioner. He has had a 30-year
career working for NGOs, government
agencies and London government.
He is currently at a consultancy that
advises clients on the policy and
practice of green infrastructure, nature
based solutions, urban greening and
biodiversity conservation.

Phil is a Chartered Engineer with over
30 years experience in the planning and
design of development infrastructure.
He specialises in achieving synergy
between highway and urban design, with
the aim of creating places and spaces
that meet aesthetic, social and functional
aims.

Rosie has experience designing and
delivering public realm and green
infrastructure projects across UK. She
leads on landscape projects across a
range of scales and stages, working
to establish biodiversity-rich urban
environments and high-quality places for
communities.

Park Projects & Strategy Manager,
B&H City Council

Shade Abdul
Director,
Deft. Space

Shade is an architect whose work
focuses on health and wellbeing,
inclusive design and sustainability. She
is interested in the socio-economic
aspect of regeneration and how it can be
leveraged to create economic inclusion
for both existing and new communities.
She combines practice with academia as
a lecturer at Central Saint Martins.

Director,
Future Nature Consulting Ltd.

Stacy Dowding

Technical Director,
WSP

Stacy has a focus on technical delivery
and project leadership for multidisciplinary teams across a range of
transport-related projects while at WSP.
Stacy has extensive cycle infrastructure
experience encompassing route planning,
identification of improvements and design
and implementation of schemes.

Managing Director,
Phil Jones Associates

Senior Landscape Architect,
SpaceHub
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Palestra
197 Blackfriars Road
SE1 8NJ
e: info@urbandesignlondon.com

